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Existence of Local Solution to Supersonic Flow 
Past a Three-Dimensional Wing 
SHUXING CHEN 
Institute of Mathematics, Fudan University, Shanghai, China 200433 
When a wing with a sharp leading edge is placed in a supersonic flow with a 
small attack angle, then a shock front appears and attaches to the leading edge. 
The problem of determining the place of the shock front and the flow behind the 
shock in the three-dimensional case is discussed and the local existence of such 
shock has been proved. o 1992 Academic press, IX. 
1. INTR~DUCIT~N 
This paper is devoted to the study of supersonic flow past a three- 
dimensional wing. When a three-dimensional wing with a sharp leading 
edge is placed in a supersonic flow, a shock front will appear ahead of the 
wing, and if the angle between the arriving flow and the surface of the 
wing is not too large, then the shock front attaches to the leading edge of 
the wing. Determining the place of the shock front and the flow field 
behind the shock is the main problem that concerns people. In [2-41 the 
problem of supersonic flow past a two-dimensional wing has been dis- 
cussed. However, in the three-dimensional case, the problem is more 
complicated, because the method of integration along the characteristic 
lines in [2-41 is not available now. Recently, A. Majda in [S, 61 and G. 
Metivier in [7] studied problems of the existence of interaction of multidi- 
mensional shocks. Their work is very helpful to our study. 
The above-mentioned problem can be formulated mathematically as a 
boundary value problem of a nonlinear hyperbolic system in a wedge- 
shaped domain. Among the two boundary surfaces one is a fixed char- 
acteristic boundary and the other one is a free boundary which will be 
determined along with the solution of the system. For the general hyper- 
bolic system to gain normal differentiability of order one, we have to give 
the tangential differentiability of order two, near the characteristic bound- 
ary (see [7-91X Fortunately, by using the special form of the coefficients of 
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our system, we may find solutions of linear problems with the same 
differentiability in the normal and tangential directions. This fact allows us 
to increase the smoothness of the solution; correspondingly, in order to 
obtain the classical solution for the nonlinear problem, we only need H5 
smoothness instead of the H” smoothness of the data as in [lo]. 
To obtain the solution for the nonlinear problem we first construct an 
asymptotic solution as an initial term, then we establish an iteration 
sequence from Newton’s iteration scheme. This process is similar to that 
in [6], but in estimating the solution of linear boundary value problems we 
determine the estimate uniformly with respect to the wedge direction; this 
method is more natural and can shorten the arguments in our proof. 
2. FORMULATION AND RESULTS 
The Euler system of inviscid compressible steady flow in three-dimen- 
sional space is 
/ PU 
a p+pd 
ax 
I 
WV 
PUW : 1 
PU ’ ’ PW \ 
a PUU a PUW 
+- 
ay p +pv2 + at 
pvw = 03 (2.1) 
PUW , ,P+Pq 
where u, v, w, p, p represent the components of velocity, pressure, and 
density; they also satisfy the Bernoulli relation 
i(u’ + v2 + w’) + 
YP 
(y _ I)p = const. (2.2) 
Assume I: x = h(x), y = g(z) is a given curve in the space Oxyz, 
h(O) = h’(O) = g(0) = g’(0) = 0, C *: y = f+(x, z) is the given surface 
with leading edge 1. If the arriving flow is supersonic and the angle 
between that flow and the surface of the wing, arc ts(Jf,/Jx> - 
arc @(v/u), is not large, then starting from the leading edge, shock fronts 
S,: y = cp,(x, 2) will appear, satisfying g(z) = cp ,(/z(z), z). Since we 
only discuss the local solution near the origin, then we can consider the 
flow above the wing or below the wing separately. In the sequel we restrict 
our discussion to above the wing and simply denote f+, ‘p+ by f, cp. 
Our problem is to determine the solution of system (2.1) and (2.2) in the 
domain between 2 and S; besides, the solution has to satisfy the boundary 
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condition on the surface of the wing, 
af af u~-v+w-=o 
dz on Y =f(X,z), 
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(2.3) 
and the Rankine-Hugoniot condition on the shock front, 
’ bl ’ ’ [P4 1 ’ [PWI \ 
[P + PU2] [ P4 [ PUWI 
[P4 
cpx - 
[P + PV21 
+ 
[ PVWI cpz = 0 
\ [PUWI \ [PUWI [P + PW21, 
on y = 40(x, z). (2.4) 
The function cp(x, z) will be determined with (u, v, w, p, p> simultane- 
ously. 
Denote the parameters at the origin by (u,,, vO, wa, p,,, pO>, and assume 
that the coordinate system has been chosen such that v0 = 0. Let IY = 
tg-’ f,(O, 0); then the shock front is a perturbation of the constant oblique 
shock determined by uO, wa, pa, pO, and CL Furthermore, we assume that 
in this paper 
(H,) The coming flow satisfies (2.0, (2.2); it is of HN; g(z), h(z), and 
f(x, z) are also of HN. 
(H,) u0 > ,/s, meaning that the arriving flow is supersonic 
with respect to x near the origin. 
(H,) Denote by 8,,, the critical angle of the (0, p) shock polar 
determined by uO, pO, p0 (see [91>; then (Y < 8,,,. 
The main result in this paper is: 
THEOREM 2.1. Under assumptions (HI)-(NJ with N 2 5, there exists a 
neighborhood R near the origin on the plane x02, an HN+’ function 
cp(x, z) defined on a, and HN functions u, v, w,p, p defined on G = 
{(x, y, z): (x, z> E a, f(x, z> < y < cp(x, z)}, such that (2.1)-(2.4) are 
satisfied, where the functions u, v, w, p, p on the left side of y = cp(x, z) in 
(2.4) represent the arriving flow. 
By the transformations x’ = x - h(z) and y’ = y - g(z), we may as- 
sume that h(z) = g(z) = 0. Furthermore, by introducing a transformation 
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depending on the unknown function q(x, z) as 
Y -f(v) 
p=.X 
cp(x7 z) - Y 
a =xq(x,Y) -f(.kq’ cp(-v> -f(v) ’ 
z=z , 
(2.5) 
we transform the surfaces y = f(x, z) and y = cp(x, z) to be (Y = 0 and 
/3 = 0. Obviously, 
a, = ($7 -f)-‘(Y -f-xf, - &Px -fJA a)‘= ($0 -f)% 
a, = (‘p -f)-‘(-xfz - 4% -fJ> 
p, = (‘p -f)-‘(9 -Y +xfx -P(cp, -fA p, = -(fp -f)-5, 
p, = (9 -f)-‘(XPZ - P(cpz -fz>> 
acaT P) 
I I 
- = -(P -f>-*(9 -f+ (‘p -fMx -a - P>)x qx> Y) 
= -(cp -f)-‘x. 
Noting that f M 8x and rp H ux with u - 0 # 0 near the origin, then we 
have 
when (x, y) + (0,O). 
Therefore, the transform (2.5) is an isomorphism near the origin. 
Denote U = (u, U, W, p) as unknown functions; the system (2.1) can be 
rewritten as 
I PU 1 
\ IPU \ 
PU au PV 1 au 
PU ax+ PV ay 
a-*p-b, \ 1 a-‘p-‘v, \ 1 
+ 
(PW \ 
PW au 
PW 1 
-= 
BZ 
0 (2.6) 
1 a-*p-lw 
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with the abbreviation 
After the coordinate transformations, the system takes the form 
where 
A= 
Pq * vcl ax \ 
P9 * Va (YY 
P9 - v f f  Qz 
a.2 (YY ffz a-*p-‘q * Va / 
Pq.w Px \ 
Pq.w 
B= PY 
Pq . VP Pz ’ 
\ Px PY pz a-*p-‘q . VP 
‘PW \ 
e = pw pw 1 
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(2.7) 
\ 1 a-*p-‘w , 
with q = (u, U, w). We emphasize here that the matrices A, B, and Q 
depend on cp and Vq, as well as U. 
The boundary conditions still have the forms (2.3) and (2.41, but main- 
tain (Y = 0 and p = 0. Thus our problem can be rewritten as 
Jq u, cp)U = 0, ff>o,p>o (2.8) 
KJ = 0, a=0 (2.9) 
~(~,Z,U,cp,V~) = 0, p = 0; 41&J = 0, (2.10) 
where L is a differential operator depending on U, cp, and Vq with the 
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variable x in cp(x, z) substituted by (Y + p, I is a vector on (Y = 0, and Y 
is a C” function of its arguments. 
Since we only consider the existence of a local solution near the origin, 
we may assume that the arriving flow and the surface are periodic with 
respect to z; therefore we only need to consider (2.8)-(2.10) in a period 
A = i--d, d] of variable z. 
We remark that on the shock front /3 = 0, the Lopatinski condition in 
the sense described in [4] is satisfied, and that the boundary (Y = 0 is the 
characteristic one for U satisfying 1U = 0. 
3. LINEARIZATION 
From (2.8)-(2.10) we deduce the corresponding linearized problem 
asu asu asu 
LH.J=A-+B-+Q-= 
aff ai3 a.2 f 
a > 0, p > 0 (3.1) 
lylSU = 0 oncu=O (3.2) 
on /3 = 0; S~I,=O (3.3) 
where we denote the trace of 6U on LU = 0, p = 0 by y,NJ, y,6U and 
where the left-hand side in (3.3) is the Frechet derivative of 9 in (2.10) 
with respect to its arguments. 
Denote by L,, 1,, F, the corresponding operators L, 1, F with their 
coefficients frozen at the origin. We have then from the assumptions in 
Section 2: 
LEMMA 3.1. L is a hyperbolic operator. Among its four characteristic 
surfaces issueing from the z-axis, two coincide with 0 = r/2, one is in the 
second quadrant, and one is in the fourth quadrant. 
Proof. Since the characteristic property is independent of the choice of 
coordinates, we may continue our discussion with the original coordinates 
Oxyz. Hence we need to show that, for the system (2.6) with frozen 
coefficients, y = f ‘(0,0)x is a double characteristic, and other two charac- 
teristic surfaces are outside of the wedge-shaped domain. 
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The characteristic equation of (2.6) is 
Au5 + u71 + wt) s 
det 
Au5 + uq + WC) 9 
P(U5 + u7) + wl) 5 
5 T  t a-2p-‘(u[ + uq + WS) 
= 0; (3.4) 
that is, 
a-2p-‘(u( + u-q + w!q2((u[ + UT + wl)” - u2(t2 + 772 + J’)) = 0. 
(3.5) 
When u > a, for any (7, [>, 5 has four real roots, among which two satisfy 
u( + ~77 + WC = 0; hence L, is hyperbolic when u > a. 
Consider the characteristic plane through the z-axis. In view of l = 0, 
(3.5) is 
(a$ + uT7)2((ua$ + uq)2 - u2Q2 + 7’)) = 0. 
Then the characteristic roots are 
53,4 = (u’ - u’)-‘( -uu t- a u2 + u2 - u2)v; (3.6) 
therefore the section of the characteristic plane on z = 0 is 
y = ux, 
U 
y = (u2- u2)-$4u T uJu2 + u2 - u2)x. 
By direct calculation we know that the angles of these planes with 
y = f’(O,O)x are 
(O,O, f tg A), 
where A is the Mach angle. Since the normal component of the velocity 
behind the shock is subsonic, then the angle between y = cp’(O,O)x and 
y = f’(O,O)x i s 1 ess than A. This means that the characteristic planes do 
not enter the wedge-shaped domain: Two planes coincide with y = f’(0, 0); 
the other two are placed on either side of the wedge. Q.E.D. 
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In the sequel we will also discuss the linear problem deduced from 
(3.1M3.3) by deleting the term involving the derivative with respect to z: 
asu asu 
LaukA- +B- = 
aff w f 
F(y,SU, &#J) = pdt + h&p + my&J = g; sc$ltIo = 0. (3.9) 
From the discussion on the characteristics we can conclude: 
(hi) (3.7) can be reduced to a diagonal system 
(3.10) 
where A, = diag&, p2, p3, ru4), p2 = PU, and Pu,, i+, P4 are different 
from each other. 
(h,) pu, = 0 hold s I en ica ‘d t’ 11 y on (Y = 0, and at the origin, 
-1 C/J1 <o, /Au, < -1. (3.11) 
By using the new variables in (3.10, the corresponding boundary condi- 
tions (3.8) and (3.9) are changed to be 
- = ay,u, + g,, 
dt 
(3.12) 
Y2ui = biY2U4 + gli (i = 1,2,3). 
Then we have from condition (H,) in Section 2: 
(h3) 5 Il,ibil < 1 at the origin. (3.13) 
i=l 
This will be verified in Appendix 1. 
By continuity we know that conditions (h,)-(h,) hold in a neighbor- 
hood. We assume the period of z has been chosen small enough such that 
for some T > 0, the conditions (hi)-(h,) hold in (Y 2 0, p > 0, LY + /3 I T, 
2 E A. 
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4. WEIGHTED SPACES 
In this section we introduce some Sobolev spaces and mention their 
properties as preparation to establish the energy estimate. Let u, 6 be 
multi-indices and X > 2 is a real number. We use the following notations: 
x = (x, Y, z>, fl=(X;x>O,y>O,z~A}, 
R,=LRn{x+y<T}, w = {(t,z); t > 0, z E A}, 
w  T=~ n (0 <t < T}, 4(x, Y, z> = 4(x + Y, z), 
qfq = {u;(x +y)-“2.4 EL2(RT)} 
G(+) = {f, t-“f E L2(o,)} 
H/!(fl,) = (UP% E L:-mx-gy), Id 5 k, 
Il~Ilk,A,* = II4IH,k(R,) = 
i 
l/2 
c 1\2~~-‘~‘)llD”ulIzz,~~~~~~ 
Icrlsk 
l/2 
Ilf II Hhk(WT) = c /p’k-qaSf ll;Ls, . 
lslsk 
Let CY$.), C”(o,> be the set of Cm functions with compact support and 
vanishing near the origin. it is easy to prove: 
LEMMA 5.1. CY$.) is dense in H,k($.); dm(wT) is dense in H,k(q.). 
LEMMA 5.2. For any integer N, there exists a constant K, such that for 
any T > 0, we can define extension operators 
E,: Hf(Cn,) -+ H@) 
E;: H,k(w,) + H,k(o) (4.1) 
with the properties supp E,u c a,, and supp E$ c GzT; and their norms 
are less than K for 0 s k s N. 
Introducing the coordinates transformation, 
i 
t=x+y, 
x 
j: @=- 
x+y’ 
z = z, 
(4.2) 
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which maps the domain R, to A, = (0,7’) x (0,l) x A, and drd$ dz = 
(x + y)-’ a!x jcdydz, and introducing 
Jh: u(x,y,z) -J,u(t,e,z) = t-“u(te,(l - &qt,.z) (4.3) 
4(t, 2) F-b t-*4(& 2) (4.4) 
fik(iiT) = (o;(tat)‘a,malu E L2(AT), j + m + 15 k) 
we have 
LEMMA 4.3. J,, k an isomorphism from Hi+,,2(Q2T) to Ejhk(&) and 
from H,k(w,) to I?:(+), and for some constant K, 
Proof. We only prove (4.5). First, JA is an isomorphism from 
L:+,,2(RT) to I,*(&); by (4.3) we know that 
Then 
a,J,u = t-” 
x 
taxu + sap - At-A-b 
1 
ta,J,u = t-yxa,u + ya,u) - /it-h 
a,J,u = t- ,+lap - t-“+la,u 
a,J,u = t-Aazu. 
(4.7) 
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This means that for j + m + 1 I k, 
which is just the right side of (4.5). 
On the other hand, from (4.7) we have that 
a,24 = PazJAu, (ta, - ea,).f,u = t-A+* a,u - At-h 
a,u = t*-l(ta, - ea,)J,u + htA-lJAu 
a x u = tA-la,JAu + t*-‘(ta, - ea,)J,u + hJAutA-l. 
Therefore 
for 1~1 I k, it is less than 
c C I(ta,)ja,mrl:J,uIhk-m-j-‘, 
j+m+lsk 
which yields the left side of (4.7). 
Let x be a C~UR’) function such that supp x c (i, 2) and satisfies 
5 x(2’7) = 1, 7 > 0. 
j= -cc 
Set 
Uj( t, 8,z) = /y(2’t)u( t, 8, z), ‘pi( t? ‘) = X(2’t)V( ‘7 ‘) 
fij( t, 8,z) = 2-j’2 uj(2-jt,e, Z), (pi(t, 2) = 2-“2~j(2-jt, 2) 
(4.8) 
7; = min(2,2jT) 
6, = (OJ) x (0,l) x A, c-GTj = (O,q) x A. 
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For a fixed domain 6 or (3, denoting 
then we have 
LEMMA 4.4. (1) ifv E fi:(@), then fij E Hk(&,), and 
(2) If the sequence {rGj] satisfies Gj E Hk(fi,) supported on [y, ?I 
with y > 0, and ~ii~jii:,, < m, then v = Cj2’12bj(2jt, 8, z) E Ej,k(fir>, 
and 
IIvIIH~~A~~ 5 c(~iiwjIIi,*)1’2* (4.10) 
(3) If Ic, E tjhk(wr), then $j E Hk(irr,), and 
C IlG;flk,A 2 Cll+ll%~~w~). 
2’+‘T> 1 
(4.11) 
(4) If the sequence {$j} satisfies $j E Hk(eT,) supported on [y, ?I 
with y > 0, and Cfi$jfi:,k < m, then J, = Cj2j/2$j(2’t, z) E Rk(or), and 
II*11 (4.12) 
Proof. We still only prove the first two conclusions. Because the dyadic 
decomposition and dilation proceed in the direction of t, then we only 
write an estimate of the derivatives with respect to t. From (4.9), 
jOT,[a,fij( t, 8, t) I2 dtde dz 
= 
/ 
% 
2-‘2-2’l(Qj))2-‘t, 8, z) I2 dtd0 dz 
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Noting that 3 < 2jt < 2 in the support of uj, then 2-*’ < 4t and 
Conversely, if {Gj} is given as in (21, set ldjCt, 8, Z) = 2”2Gj(2itT 0, Z), 
then the support of Uj is in [2-‘~, 2-'+ll; hence 
@~pj(t,e, z)l’dtde dz = ~82,,arlfa,(2i/2~j(2j~,e, z))l* dtd@ dz 
I 
I / lt222i(at,Gj)(rl,e, z)(‘dt, dedz 
9 
I Cj- 
a? 
la,~j(t,,e,z)12dtldBdz. 
Therefore, 
I CC/ 
i % 
la,~j(r,e,r)/2dtdedz. 
A similar argument gives (4.11) and (4.12). Q.E.D. 
Furthermore, we recall the following two lemmas; the proofs can be 
found in [61. 
LEMMA 4.5. Assume that f is a C” function on R’, f(O) = 0, To > 0, 
K > 0, k 2 2, A r k + 1, and that real function u E H,k(fi,) satisfies 
(1) f(u) E H,k(sZ,) and for T I T,, 
II f(u) IIH~KI,) 2 C(K)ll~ll~~~~,~ (4.13) 
(2) Denote u = f(u) - uf’(u), v E H,k,-,<n,>, and for T I T,, 
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LEMMA 4.6. Assume that f is a Cm function on R’, f(0) = 0, To > 0, 
K > 0, k 2 2, A 2 k + 1, and that real function p E H,k(o,) satisfies 
lIdI Hj(+,,) I K, then 
(1) f(q) E H,k(w,>, and for T I T,,, 
IIfW II H:(+) 5 C( K)lldl~~~~~) (4.15) 
(2) f(p) - 4pf’(p) E H~~-&q,), and for T I TO, 
IIf - ~f’(~)llHL1,2(wT) 5 C(K)llrpll~~~~,~ (4.16) 
5. ESTIMATES OF SOLUTIONS TO THE LINEARIZED PROBLEM 
Now we discuss the solutions of the linearized problem (3.1H3.3) and 
establish their estimates. Suppose that the operators L, 1, F are as above 
and that 1 is assumed to be an operator with constant coefficients, without 
loss of generality. Set 
&(L, F) = m=(llA - &h.~~~,), . . . , llm - ~,ll,-,,,,,), 
IIL, FIIN = IIAIIHN~R,,) + . . * +IlQll~~~~,~ + tI~I~HN(oro) + ’ * * +bdYN(wTo) 
= Allull?If+,,2(n,) ( + IIY2&~(o,) + lI&:::(wry2 
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Moreover, we introduce the polar coordinate system by (4.2) as 
we did in Section 4. Denote %= J,SU, @= JA+16q, d(t, 8, z) = 
A@,(1 - t)0, z) (similarly for B, Q); (4.1)-(4.3) can be reduced to 
A ,. 
+[(I - e)& ed]: + tQG 
= JA--lf 
- 
Ly,SU = 0 (5.1) - 
qy*sti, SJ) $ cf$ + (A + l)g h 
= J,g. 
Since a, = fI(l - 8)8,, L?$ = ?a,, and a3 = 13, are tangential operators with 
respect to the boundary 8 = 0 and 8 = 1, then we have 
LEMMA 5.1. Zf N 2 5 and II L, FIIN I K, then the estimates for the 
commutators hold: 
Now we prove the following proposition: 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that N 2 5 is an integer; then there exist e0 > 0 
and the functions A,(K) and C,(K), such that under the conditions 
&CL, F) I ~0, II& FIIN I K, (5.3) 
for any A > A,(K), T I To, (f, g) E Wi((T (k 5 N), theproblem (3.1)-(3.3) 
has a unique solution (6U, 6~) E W&., satisfying 
~~~~~,~Q~~lk,A,T 5 C,(K) IIIf,dlli,~,T. (5.4) 
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Proof. Next we mainly deduce the energy estimate (5.41, from which 
the existence and uniqueness can be deduced by a standard procedure. 
For k = 0, (5.4) is equivalent to 
By the polar coordinate transformation its right-hand side can be written 
as 
Now denote SU, &p by v, $; by means of dyadic decomposition and 
dilation we introduce vi, +j, fij, $j, and we have 
gvj = x(2’& + wj 
E(YZvj, $j) = X(2jt)E(Y*UP 4) + gj,  (5.7) 
where 
wj = (A- + 8)2’t*‘(2’t)2’v. 
Since 
then we may readily establish the estimate (5.6) for (v, $) by taking A 
sufficiently large, if we haveEtablishecJ the estimate for Vj, $j. 
By using z?~,I,$~, the term LhVj and F’(y2uj, $j> can be rewritten as e{fij 
and 13y2Cj, ~j>, where 
and xj(t, 13, z) = &2-jt, 8, z), hj(t, z) = h(2-‘t, z). Therefore, if we can 
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prove that the solution for 
QW =f 
ly,w = 0 
satisfies 
(5.8) 
then (5.3) will be obtained immediately. 
Let ~(0) be a C”([O, 11) function, such that n = 1 for 0 I 8 I i and 
supp n c [0, 31; then from (5.8) we can deduce two boundary value prob- 
lems for wr = qw and w2 = (1 - n)w. Since w, is a solution of an initial 
boundary problem of a symmetric hyperbolic system with uniform charac- 
teristic boundary, satisfying the admissible boundary conditions, then the 
estimate (5.9) for hllw11~2 holds (for instance, see [8, lo]). As for w2 and x, 
they are the solution of a coupled initial boundary value problem, the 
boundary is noncharacteristic, and the boundary conditions satisfy the 
uniform Lopatinski condition in the sense of [5]. Then we also have 
the estimate (5.9) for (w2, I/J). Combining these estimates we obtain (5.9), 
which leads to (5.3) for k = 0. Here we remark that the requirement for 
the smoothness of the coefficients of (3.1)~(3.3) can be reduced from 
N 2 2[n/2] + 7 to N 2 [n/2] + 3 as shown in [ill. 
Now we consider the case k > 0; by induction we prove that (5.6) holds 
for k + 1, if it is true for k. Using the tangential operators a, on (5.7), we 
obtain 
By the assumption of induction we have 
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where J,&(t, z> and yzJ,&Y are just zero. Returning to the original 
coordinate of R,, we establish 
wmf~:,,,, + IIYwllif~+‘(or) + llWl&y(“,, 
s C,(K)Illf.gl/l;f,,,*,,, (5.12) 
where I’ represents the tangential operators (~a~, $, a,. 
Let us explain that the H,k(sZ,) norm of the normal derivative of SU 
can be estimated by 116UllH;or,, and IIVGUIIH~(o,). In order to do that, we 
need to use the special form of the system. For simplicity we denote 
K = ll~wY,k(n,) + ll~~ulH,k(n,, and write any term dominated by C(K) 
as “known.” Then recalling the special form of (3.1) we have 
asp asu asu 
lx - = -pqva- 
Y aa aa - psw- w 
-By% - $ (5.13) 
which implies 
asp 
/I -II a(Y H,k CR,) 5 C(K). (5.14) 
The fourth equation in (3.1) is 
a 
vff . asp GSq + a-2p-‘qVaz = known, (5.15) 
where 6q represents the velocity (au, au, 6~); hence 
Ilva * ;sq/lH;(LLI) 5 cw* (5.16) 
Next we look for estimates of the other two estimates of linear combina- 
tions of the components of @/aa)sq. From (3.1), 
a Px u * f&4 
zSp = J-l 
BY 1,. vsv 
a 
-$p = J-’ 
U'VSU a, 
v-vsv ay 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
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where J = a(cw, P)/a(x, Y), v * 0 = p(qVaXd/da) + p(aVPX~/@) + 
p~(d/az). Furthermore, we have 
Subtracting (5.17), differentiating with respect to z by (5.19), and differen- 
tiating with respect to LY, we have 
+aw9 a -lJ * yw 
a(z, Y) 
= known + 0( V6q). 
i 
WP) a 
v.9 ~ --su + a(aJ? a 
a(Y,Z) aa 
p---6V 
a(z,x) acy 
+ a(d) a ~---SW + P&u - BY$ 
a(x,y) a~ I 
= known + 0( V6q). (5.20) 
Similarly, subtracting (5.17), differentiating with respect to /3 by (5.18) and 
differentiating with respect to cy, we have 
_ asv ,aih -asu easy 
IL' ap 
. v- - p,v * v- - ayv * v-g- + cY,v - vaa 
w 
= known f 0( VSq) 
ah asu ah aaid 
a - 
x da 
-a __ +p,- 
y da aP 
- P,,P = known + O(VGq). 
I 
(5.21) 
Note that (5.20) or (5.21) can be regarded as an equation of first order 
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generated by vector field v - V, thus for this equation the following lemma 
holds: 
LEMMA 5.2. If SU satisfies the equation 
v.ViXJ=F+O(W) (5.22) 
and F E H,k($), y&J E H,k(w,), then 
We postpone the proof of Lemma 5.2 to the end of this section, and 
continue our proof of Theorem 5.1, using this lemma. The lemma shows 
that 
(5.24) 
a a 
a ---&d-a --&A 
Yact (1 xaff fT H (n ) s C(K)- 
(5.25) 
The determinate formed by the coefficients of (5.24), (5,25), and (5.16) is 
a(a7 P> a(a? P> acff, PI ~ ~ ~ 
A= 
ah 4 a(2,x) a(x, Y) 
f fY -a, 0 
ax (YY ffz 
Since (Y, = p, = 0 at the leading edge, (Y = 0, then 
A = J - (cxy’ + 0X’) > 0. 
Therefore, we have IKa/ax)8qll H;(+) I C(K). Summing up, we obtain 
llm*~+‘(~T) s C(K). (5.26) 
Thus by induction we have established (6.3). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. The vector v is tangential to the boundary a = 0 
because q . Vo = 0 on the boundary, and it is not degenerate because 
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q . V/3 # 0. The equation of the characteristic line of v . V is 
da dz 
-= 
ds 
P(Q * V(y) 7 
43 - = p(q . VP), 
ds 
z = PW- (5.27) 
Since 
d(a + P> 
ds 
= g = p(qV(a + p>> = pqvx = pu > 0, 
then on the characteristic line (a(s), p(s), z(s)), we have 
a(s) + P(s) <a + p. 
From (5.221, 
Hence by means of integration and the Gronwall inequality it is easy to 
obtain 
l16Ul/&(RT) I c( llY*6u12,:,,T, + IIFIIZ:crL,,). (5.28) 
In order to estimate the Hj(fi,> norm, we use the differential operator C? 
on both sides of (5.22) to obtain 
v * i%kNJ = akF + O(awJ). 
Thus as we did for deducing (5.28), we may establish 
Il~k~UIl L:(R,) I C( IlFll~,k~~~~ + ll~Wll2H:& 
which implies (5.22) by induction. Q.E.D. 
(5.29) 
6. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION TO NONLINEAR PROBLEM 
In order to prove existence we first construct an asymptotic solution, 
which lets the right sides of (2.8)-(2.10) be infinitesimal of higher order. 
Then using this asymptotic solution as an initial term we prove the 
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existence of the original problem by iteration. In this section we only give 
a sketch of the proof, because the process is similar to that in [7, 131. 
Let us again denote cy, p in (3.1)-(3.3) by X, y, and denote the value of 
U at the origin behind the shock of U, the slope of the shock (0,O) by cp, 
and use the abbreviation 
Moreover, in order to estimate the supremum norm of the asymptotic 
solution we introduce a boundary value problem involving only two vari- 
ables. 
Let a(‘) be the domain x > 0, y > 0 on Oxy, In?) = fl(“) r~ {x + y < T]. 
In 0(O) we give a hyperbolic system 
(6.2) 
where A, B E C’(@$, D E C’(@!‘), and boundary conditions on x = 0 
and y = 0, 
Ly,U = 0 (6.3) 
& 
Fo(y2U, cp) 2 PZ + hv + fwdJ = g, plt=o = 0, (6.4) 
where p, h, m are C” function matrices. 
Assume that the problem (6.2)-(6.4) satisfies the conditions (hi)-(h,). 
Denote the problem of (6.2H6.4) with coefficients frozen at the origin by 
(po); setting 
we may deduce the following conclusion by the method of integrating 
along characteristic lines: 
THEOREM 6.1 [12]. Assume that the problem (P) sutissfie (hi)-(h,), 
then there exist E~ > 0, such that for e(P) I el, T I To, the problem (PI 
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has a solution (U, cp) E C(“YIR’,09 X C’([O, Tl) for any (f, g) E Co(@)) X 
CO([O, T]); moreover, 
(1) for 7 > 0, 
Ik- T(X+yw,yRy)) + + 711e-“cpllLm~[0,7-1) 
(2) for 7 > 0, A 2 I, 
I C (A( X + y)“-’ + T( x + y)“)-‘e-T(X+Y) 
(11 fll LY f-l(“) 
7 
(3) if the coeficients of P are of Ck, (f, g) E Ck(@9 X Ck([O, T]), 
then (U, cp) E Ck(stc,O)> X C k+l([O, T]), and for suficientfy Zarge 7, 
THEOREM 6.1’. If the coeficient of (P) depends on a parameter z and 
satisfies (h,)-(h,) uniformly with respect to z, then there exist e1 > 0, such 
that for sup, s(P) I Ed, T I T,, the problem (P) has a solution (u, 9) f 
C?(f&.) X C(“oJ(wT). Moreover , 
(1) (6.6) and (6.7) stilZ hold with Lm(finT), L”(w,) replacing L”(sZ(,o’), 
rm, T I). 
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(2) Zf the coeficients of (I’) are of Ck, (f, g) E Ck(&-> X Ck(oT), 
then (U, cp) E Ck($> x C ck + ‘, k)(wT), and for suficiently large r, 
c 7k-iuiJle-r(x+Y)~aUIJL”o + C 7k+1-ille-‘f~~‘cpll~~(-,,,, 
lal_ck jsktl 
1 
THEOREM 6.2. For any small E > 0, there is M > 0 and a sequence of 
pairs of C” functions (I!$, ‘pi>, such that 
(6.10) 
+ llv(+j - at)llLm~~~o) + llz($j - at)llLm~fI~o)<e 
Il~IIHN~Ck~o) + llY~~llHN~W~o) + ll+jlIHN+t(W~o) + IIZ~jllHN~fI*o) < M. 
Proof. For any z, we freeze the coefficients at (O,O, 2). In view of 
f, = qoz = 0, we may determine the slope of the shock front T(Z) and the 
flow field V(z) behind the shock from @f/8xX0, z> by means of the shock 
polar, such that 
qo,z,Jqz),o,7(z),q = 0 (6.11) 
U(z) = 0. (6.12) 
Setting o0 = V(z) and @+, = or, (6.10) is valid for j = 1, if the period 
A of z is small enough. Next we define, successively, 
a+1 = tin + li,, A+1 = +il + L 
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where 
=p(y2tio,~,j~ + h(y2Cj074$n + 4YzLjo&)y2lin- 
(6.14) 
Regarding z as a parameter, the procedure to determine <fn, $,J from 
(tin’,, 4,) amounts to solving a linear Gousart problem with only two 
variables, and Theorems 6.1 and 6.1’ are available in this case. The 
sequence established in this way satisfies (6.10) (see [12]). Q.E.D. 
Now we use Newton’s iteration scheme to establish a convergent se- 
quence of functions, Take the asymptotic solution (oj, +j) in the Iast 
theorem for sufficiently large j as the initial term (U,, cpO) of our sequence. 
Then we determine (U,, cp,) successively as 
and 
u n+l = U,, + E,W,+,, ‘Pn+l = ‘Pn + Jwn+l, (6.16) 
where E, is the extension operator defined in Section 4. Denote the map 
to determine (U, + 1, cp,, + 1 ) from (U,, q,J by TI; we have 
THEOREM 6.3. For N 2 5, there is Tl E (0, To), such that for T < T,, 
rI is an inner map in the space WAyT,. Moreover, the map is contractive 
according to the WAY< ’ norm. 
Proof. Let us prove inductively that the pair (U,, cp,) is well defined 
and that the inequalities 
(6.17) 
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hold. Obviously, it is true for 12 = 0. Now if it is true for n, then by (6.17) 
with index n and Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.5 we have for the coefficients 
A B, Q of L(u,, rp,) 
Hence, 
Furthermore, by Lemma 4.7, 
Combining with (6.10) we obtain 
Ils,ll H:(q) 5 CJ. (6.21) 
Since (6.15) as a linear problem for (W,, r, 13,+ ,) the conditions in 
Theorem 5.1 are satisfied, then (6.19) and (6.21) imply 
Ill K+l, en+, Ill N,A,T I C,T (6.22) 
and, by the property of operator E, 
Let T be sufficiently small; the first inequality in (6.17), which also yields 
the second inequality by the Sobolev embedding theorem, is valid. 
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In order to prove the contraction of the map II in WAY<‘, we subtract 
the equations satisfied by (U,,+i, (~“+i) and (U,, cp,): 
(Pn+l - sD,lt=o = 0 
(6.24) 
Still by Theorem 5.1 we obtain 
IIIU,,, - un~%+l - (PnIllN-l,*,T I C~lIl~,,~,Ill;v-l,*,r. (6.25) 
Because A is fixed now, by using estimates for llbJ~~-~~~~~ and 
IIPnlIHy’(o,) we may establish 
that is, the contraction of II. Q.E.D. 
Finally, we give 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let T,, C, be the constants given in Theorem 
6.2, T = min(T,, 1/2C,); contraction allows us to take the limit on both 
sides of (6.15). The limit (U, cp> of the sequence (U,, cp,,) satisfies (3.1)-(3.3). 
By using the Banach-Saks theorem we know that the limit @I, cp) belongs 
to WAN(n,>, and then that U E H5(fi,) c C3(s2,) and p E H%+.) c 
C4(o,). Returning to the original physical space we obtain the existence 
of the local classical solution for (2.1)-(2.4). Moreover, if the arriving flow 
and the surface of the wing are C”, then N can be chosen as arbitrarily 
large and it implies that the solution is also of C”. 
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APPENDIX: VERIFICATION OF CONDITION 03,) 
FOR THE LINEARIZED PROBLEM 
The linearization of (2.1H2.4) is 
, 
P 0 0 z4 
Y+l y-1 y-1 P 
-Pu - -pv - -pw - +u* 
Y Y Y P 
PV PU 0 UV 
/ PW 0 PU uw 
I 0 P 0 V 
PU PU 0 uv 
+ y-1 Y+l r-1 
- -pu -Pv - -pw !f +v* 
Y Y Y P 
\ 0 PW PV VW 
I 0 0 P W 
PW 0 PU uw 
+ 0 PW PU VW 
y-1 y-1 Y+l 
- -pu - -pv -PW p +w2 
\ Y Y Y P 
=F 
(A-1) 
Y-lap Y 
usu+vsv+wsw+ -- - - +p=o (A4 
Y P Y-lP 
f,Su - 6v + f,Sw = 0 on the body surface (A.3) 
I [PUI 
\ 
I [PWI \ I 6(PU) 
, 
[P + PU21 G, + 
[PUWI 
[PUVI 
srp + S(p + pu2) 
CPU4 * S(puv) vx 
[PUWI 1 [P+Pwzl/ , qPuw) j 
’ 6(PV) 
, 
’ 6(PW) 
S( PUU) S( PUW) - 
q P + PV2) 
+ 
a( PUW) 
cpz = 0 on the shock, (A.4) 
\ S(PUW) 1 \ q P + PW2), 
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where U, U, w, p, p are the values of corresponding quantities at the origin 
behind the shock front; au, 6v, 6w, 6p, 6p are the perturbations of these 
quantities; and the function F in the right side of (A.l) only contains 
6l.4, au, 6w, 6p, 6p. 
According to our choice of coordinate system, f, = 0 and cp, = 0 at the 
origin, which implies 6~, = 0. From (2.4) we know [w] = 0, which implies 
6w = 0 by (A.4). Furthermore, we may rotate the coordinate system by 
tgg’(v/U>, such that u = 0, f, = 0; hence (A.l)-(A.4) are reduced to a 
simpler form: 
I P 0 I.4 
\ 
Y-t1 
-pu 0 
P 
-- +u2 
Y P 
\ 0 PU 0 
+ (A.9 
The characteristic matrix of (A.5) is 
I 
I 
-Al, L-J -Au I 
Y+l 
-A- PU PU -A fl + u2 
Y ( 11; P 
y-1 -- 
, y  PU -APU $ 
I 
(A-9) 
its eigenvalues are A = 0, *a/ v. Denote by M the Mach number 
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and by A the Mach angle; we may write A = 0, f tg A. The left eigenvec- 
tor of (A.9) is 
(pu - Ppu - Ppl.2, -p + pAW, Yip). (A.10) 
By using (A.10) the system (A.51 can be written as a form taking deriva- 
tives only along the characteristic directions. Denote by d/d1 the deriva- 
tive operator along the characteristic direction corresponding to A,; we 
have 
1 1 2 
- -ppu - h2,ppu + -A2,p2u3 
Y Y 
-$u - A,ppu-$u - fI_%p = fd. 
P dC 
(A.ll) 
When A,= 0, (A.111 is 
d p2 d - ;ppu-&su - --t?p = f/ 
P dC 
or 
(A.12) 
and, when A, = _+ tg A, (A.ll) is 
-$ p( *:pu tg A 6v + lip) = fJ. 
Let 0 be arc @(v/u>, and 68 = (L&V - vSu)/(u2 + v2) = au/u; the above 
equality can be rewritten as 
d 6P 
z pu2 tg A 
Therefore, introducing 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
U= 
6P 
pu2 tg A 
+ se 
w= 
6P 
pl2 tg A 
- se 
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as new unknown functions, the system is then diagnolized. Meanwhile, the 
boundary conditions are reduced to 
u=w on the body surface 
V= GU, W=HU on the shock. (AX) 
Note that 
6p - pu2 tg A68 6p/68 - tg A * pu2 
6p + pu2 tg A68 = Gp/SB + tg A * pu2 ’ 
(A.16) 
where Sp/Se is independent of the rotation of the coordinate system. 
Now if the velocity of the arriving flow is q,,, then the equation of the 
shock polar on the (8, p) plane is 
where 
P - PO = Po40(40 - u> 
tge = C\/(11 - ii)/(U - ii) ) 
u 
(A.17) 
2 
U= -qo+fi 
r+l 
(see [l]). When tgf’(x) < eext, corresponding to 8 = tg f’(x), there exist 
three values of p determined by the shock polar p1 > p2 > p3. Among 
them only p2 is stable in physics; it corresponds to an oblique shock and 
tip/SO > 0 for this solution. Therefore, for a meaningful solution in 
physics, I H ( < 1, which yields the condition (H,). 
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